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The News of Hungarian Philately
THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by H. Alan Hoover
Our next big show is Washington 2006 (http://www.washington-2006.org). As the date approaches, we are getting more excited about this show. It will be a winner so we encourage you to
make every effort to come and be a part of the show, even if for just one day. Washington DC is a
wonderful town to explore, so why not plan now to attend. Check out the website for hotel recommendations and scheduled activities. We are hoping that this show will expose us all to some of the
best of the best International exhibits, including those from Hungary.
A very worthwhile effort has been started that asks collectors to share their exhibits via the
electronic world. The project is called Virtual International Philatelic Exhibition – EXPONET. I
have been a strong proponent of this for many years. I often don’t have the time to fully read or digest all the information in someone’s exhibit when I look at it at a show. After the exhibitor takes it
home and puts it away, the world doesn’t see it until the next time he exhibits it. All the knowledge,
all the interesting history is available only for a short time during the annual show.
A recent announcement declared that the site “includes a permanent, international, noncompetitive exhibition named EXPONET. It is intended as a public display of high quality exhibits
of all philatelic areas, all time periods, and all languages. The aim of the organizers of EXPONET is
to provide a permanent presentation of high quality exhibits so as to facilitate on-line study for visitors worldwide. We do not intend to compete with traditional classical exhibits, but rather to enable
on-line viewing by everybody, regardless of distance, and thus take part in the support and propagation of philately. We turn to you with a request for support of this project in your geographic territory. We will be grateful for every form of support or calling attention to EXPONET, and particularly
for helping bring exhibitors to this showcase.
If you wish to submit your exhibit for this online publication, the technical specifications
for scanning complete album pages are as follows:
 Separating 18,7 mil colors
 Quality: 300 dpi
 Minimum!!! width of image: 900 pixels
Numbered pages in format .tif or .jpg, burnt on CD, are to be sent to: Mr. Milan Cernik,
P.O.Box 243, CZ - 160 41 Prague 6, Czech Republic. We look forward to working with you! And
many thanks for collectors from this day, who send us his exhibits. Bret Janik, e-mail: janik@japhila.cz.”
EXPONENT allows you to review the entire exhibit, to make printed copies of the pages if
you wish, and to read it as much as you want. Bravo to the exhibitors that have agreed to do this.
Won’t some of you other exhibitors consider submitting electronic copies of your exhibits to this
worldwide philatelic effort? Member Jay Carrigan already has placed four of his exhibits on the site.
You can locate it at: http://www.japhila.cz/hof.
/The President’s Corner is continued on page 13/


KUDOS AND WELCOME
Congratulations to Alfred F. Kugel of Chicago, IL for being honored
with the Luff Award for Distinguished Philatelic Research. Al is widely regarded as the leading expert in military postal history. He is an active philatelic
exhibitor who has shown 35 different multi-frame and 55 different single-frame
exhibits in the past twelve years with great success. Al is a member of the Collectors Clubs of Chicago and New York, the Royal Philatelic Society London
and many other specialty philatelic organizations. He is also a prolific philatelic
author and judge. We are honored to have him as a member of the Society for
Hungarian Philately!
Congratulations to our members who received the following awards for their exhibits.
Lyman Caswell received a silver medal at the Rocky Mountain Stamp Show for the one frame exhibit The 1953 Commemorative Postage Due Stamps of Hungary. Donald E. Green won the grand
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award, a gold medal, and the United States Stamp society stature of freedom award with the Patent
Medicine Companies of the Civil War Era exhibit at Pipex 2005. Mr. Green also showed the same
exhibit in the World Series Prix D’Honneur class at the APS StampShow. At the APS StampShow,
Alfred F. Kugel received a vermeil medal for The Expansion of Serbia 1876-1921 and a silver for the
single frame exhibit The Italian Postal Agency in Tangier 1938-1943. Mr. Kugel received a vermeil
for the Postal History of Bosnia-Hercegovina, 1842-1918 at Pipex 2005.
Welcome to our newest members: Mr. Paul Arnold of Clearwater, FL; Mr. Jose L. Avalos
of Mexico City, Mexico; Mr. Paul Heinrich of Madison Heights, MI; Mrs. Hermineh Sarkissian of
Burbank CA; Mr. Dezsö Szilágyi of Budapest, Hungary; and Mr. David D. Tripple of Belmont, MA.


UPDATE FOR WASHINGTON 2006
May 22 – June 3, 2006
by Robert B. Morgan

The date is fast approaching and it is time for us to start constructing
our personal plans for how to ‘cover’ this philatelic extravaganza. If in the
past you have experienced one of these Internationals, you’ll know what I’m
talking about. If this will be your first, let me offer a little advice: it will be
bigger than you can imagine and the best way to enjoy it by planning out in
advance how you are going to ‘cover’ everything and what you’ll want to see
and do. Prepare a list and try to plan out each day for your activities. Plan
on a lot of walking – the show in the D.C. Convention Center will be
‘squeezed’ into a space the size of three football fields.
Dealer booths have been sold out. More than 200 dealers will take part in addition to the
more than 100 foreign postal administrations that will be present or represented by agents.
Exhibit frames were oversubscribed by more than 200%. The process of determining which
collections will be displayed is happening right now. The hard fact is that 3,820 competitive frames
will be filled with the finest philatelic collections entered from all over the world. You will want to
see as many as you can. Of course, you must see the ones that are in your sphere of interest. Each
visitor will be given a 300-page spiral bound catalog at the entrance.
The show opens on Saturday, May 27, 2006. SHP Board members please note that our Board
meeting will take place 4-6 o’clock. Room number will be assigned later. Volunteer members are
sought to help at our Society Booth during the show. Please contact Alan Hoover or me and let us
know which day(s) would you be available to help and we’ll assign the date and time for you. You’ll
find our address on the inside cover of this magazine. Thank you for your cooperation! Our Society
booth will be the focal point for our members. You will be able to leave messages for friends to arrange meetings at a certain time.
Sunday, May 28, 2006. Our Annual General Meeting will be held at 3 – 5 o’clock in the afternoon. Plan to attend and bring a friend. Members present can win one of the valuable door prizes.
The drawing will be free only to members or to newly signed-up applicants. Don’t miss this rare opportunity to meet your fellow collectors coming from every corner of the USA and several countries
from Europe.
Wednesday, May 31, 2006, at 2 – 4 o’clock we will be treated to a lecture by István Glatz
from Hungary. The subjects covered will include Hungary’s ‘Postage Dues’ and the ‘Hivatalos’ (Official) mail of 1921 – 1924. A question-and-answer period will follow. Mr.Glatz is the Commissioner from Hungary assigned to this World Philatelic Exhibit. He is one of Hungary’s foremost philatelic experts, and we are very grateful for his generous offer to conduct this educational session. Depending on his free time during the show, he also offered to provide free expert opinions to our members on any Hungarian-related cover or stamp. This will take place at our Society Booth. This will
be your chance to pose the tough question you always wanted to ask an expert. One will have to sign
up in advance at our Society’s booth to arrange for this free service to members,.
Looking forward meeting you in Washington!
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EARLY HUNGARIAN STAMP DAYS
by Simon Barb

The First Hungarian Day of Philately (or, more commonly, the 1st Stamp Day) will be familiar to many readers for it being the first occasion for which the boxed biplane cachet was used on domestic Hungarian airmail. Blue cards with views of Budapest and the Esztergom Cathedral - (ironically or maybe to make a point, the view of the Cathedral is drawn from a perspective which had recently become part of the newly independent Czechoslovakia) - were flown in both directions between Budapest and Esztergom on September 23 and 25, 1924, and “standard” examples of these
cards are well illustrated by Vic Berecz in his monograph The Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail. There are, however, a number of subtle variants on these cards that are less well known.
In addition to the blue cards, there are also cards with an illustration in red, flown on both the
September 23rd and 25th flights. An example is shown below, flown in the E to B direction. Some
cards come with an additional blue circular cachet from the philatelic exhibition that was held in Budapest from September 20-24 (see the illustration below).

Magyar Filatelista Nap 1924 / First Hungarian Day of Philately 1924
Red postcard flown from Esztergom to Budapest on 23 September 1924.

According to the Profila auction house, illustrated cards printed in green as well as brown were prepared for the exhibition, although I have not seen any flown examples.

The blue ‘Elsö Magyar Filatelista Nap’ cachet photographically cropped
from a cover flown on 25 September 1924.

The stamps on cards from Budapest were cancelled with a special roller cancel, while those
from Esztergom generally received a large double-ring Esztergom G and H hand cancel with a time
of 12 Noon, as shown in the Berecz monograph. The card below from the second flight is however
an exception since it carries a 9am L cancel.
Some of the cards also have a small numbered etiquette on the front – for the first flight these
etiquettes are green and for the second flight these etiquettes are blue. It is clear from close examination that these etiquettes were affixed to the cards before the receiving cancel was applied. As an
aside, it is interesting to note that all the cards flown on the special flight to Györ on the occasion of
the 4th Stamp Day in 1926 also carry the same style of green etiquette.
The Esztergom H canceller with a time of 12 was also used as the receiving cancel for the
flight on the 23rd and 25th. On the first day, a small single ring receiving cancel was also used (as
illustrated by Berecz). Still another variant exists for the first flight day with an Esztergom G canceller and a time of N12.
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Magyar Filatelista Nap 1924 / First Hungarian Day of Philately 1924
Blue postcard flown from Budapest to Esztergom on 23 September 1924.

Small numbered etiquette photographically cropped from
card.

One of the cards carried the green etiquette and was unaddressed. According to Berecz, it is likely that much of the mail on
the first flight and all on the second flight was flown unaddressed for
philatelic resale. This might seem to suggest that all the cards were
handled in virtually the same way; however, while the purpose of the
etiquettes described above is unknown, the fact that they are only on
some cards and such cards exhibit “atypical” cancellations in one
form or another suggests that they were handled quite separately
from the mass of cards with no etiquette. The question is why and
how many were there?

Magyar Filatelista Nap 1924 /
First Hungarian Day of Philately 1924.
Red postcard flown from Esztergom to
Budapest on 25 September 1924.
The address is simply ‘Vigadó, Budapest’, a
gentlemen’s club on the Corso in Budapest.
This may have been penciled in at a later
time confirming that most of the second
flight covers were flown unaddressed.
The small numbered etiquette in the lower
left corner is blue in color.


MORE VARIETIES OF THE FIRST HUNGARIAN FORMULA AEROGRAMME
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

The July-September 2004 issue of The News published an article about a hitherto unheralded
unstamped Hungarian aerogramme air letter sheet. This aerogramme was assumed to be the first of
its kind produced in Hungary and was introduced sometime in late 1950. The aerogramme was printed in red and blue colors and used a complex system of perforated tabs to seal the airletter. In the example used to illustrate the article, the perforations along the tabs were about 16 perforations per two
centimeters, the standard distance used for gauging stamps.
Through a fortunate acquisition of a batch of airmail correspondence sent to Argentina, I was
able to purchase several copies of the same format aerogramme. Interestingly, the perforation gauges
on these examples varied between 7 and 101/2. All examples were used in 1951, indicating that the
three production runs of the formula aerogramme were available simultaneously in Hungary.
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First issue formula aerogramme from Hungary showing the complex tabs with gauge 101/2 perforations. The tab on the left side is missing. The item was posted on 12 November 1951 from Budapest and was
franked with 6Ft (1Ft for the foreign letter rate, 2 x 2,50Ft for the airmail surcharge based on 2,50Ft per 5gm.)
extra perforations

First issue formula aerogramme from Hungary showing the complex tabs with gauge 7 perforations. The tab
on the right side is missing. The item was posted on 27 August 1951 from Budapest and was franked with
3,60Ft (1Ft for the foreign letter rate, 2 x 1,30Ft for the airmail surcharge based on 1,30Ft per 5gm.). One of
the 30f stamps was repositioned to uncover the address. The aerogramme appears to be mis-perforated because there is an extra set of perforations about 15 millimeters inside the marginal tab perforations.
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The same batch of correspondence yielded two other ‘airmail finds.’ One was a closed letter
card printed specifically for airmail use. Ordinary closed letter cards were popular postal stationery
in Hungary leading up to World War II. I was not aware of any such stationery, surface or airmail,
being used after the war. The card does not carry any information about the printer nor does it have a
imprint of a postal horn indicating that it was sold by the post office. Most likely it is a private issue
from the days when Hungary was ruled by a nominally coalition government; and private enterprise
was allowed, though heavily regulated.

LA CARTE-LETTRE / LÉGIPOSTA ZÁRT-LEVELEZÖLAP
Airmail letter card posted from Budapest on 5 April 1948 to Buenos Aires, Argentina, where it arrived on
12 April 1948. The addressee was not found (NON RECLAMÉ) and the card was returned to the sender on
15 April. It arrived back in Budapest on 27 April and was re-forwarded to the sender in Hévízfürdö. Interestingly, the card was eventually sent back to Argentina, perhaps under separate cover. The postage paid was
3Ft. Since the card’s weight was indicated at 5gm, I would assume that 1Ft paid the foreign letter rate and 2Ft
was to pay the airmail surcharge. The normal foreign postcard rate at the time was 60f, but this item was
probably assessed the letter rate.

The last item is not too unusual but it’s interesting in that it proves that standardized airmail
envelopes were printed in Hungary on the late 1940s and early 1950s. Judging from the front of the
envelope, the casual observer would not detect that it was printed in Hungary because of the absence
on any Hungarian text. The faint airmail etiquette in the lower left corner is endorsed AIRMAIL /
PAR AVION. The inside of the back flap, however, reveals the manufacturer’s logo, PAPÍRNEMÜGYÁR NV, confirming that it was made in Hungary.

Airmail envelope printed by the
Papírnemügyár NV / Paper Products Company sent from Budapest
on 20 October 1951 to Argentina
franked with 3,50Ft (1Ft foreign letter rate, 2,50Ft airmail surcharge
for 5gm).
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AIRMAIL NOTES (Part 9) – EXOTIC FLIGHT COVERS FROM THE 1930s
by Dr. Paul J. Szilagyi

The cover below is another example of an early Hungarian airmail to Australia. The article in
the July-September 2005 issue of The News nicely illustrated two such covers flown on the experimental KLM/KNILM flight from Amsterdam to Australia via Batavia. This one seems to have been
flown in the same experimental flight in 1931; however, I do not understand several things about this
letter. It was mailed from Zalaegerszeg at the railway station and was postmarked aboard the train
Sopron-Nagykanizsa 23 on 25 April 1931 without any prepaid postage. It was hand-endorsed
Szállitandó Amszterdamból Ausztráliába menö repülögéppel / Transport aboard the aircraft flying
from Amsterdam to Australia. At some point, a blue airmail etiquette was applied to the envelope.
The letter made it to Australia, but it did not receive the Sydney arrival postmarks shown in the referenced article. It was forwarded to Melbourne as attested by the machine cancel on the reverse side:
Melbourne, Victoria, 6 Jul 1931 that incorporated the slogan Minimum Letter Rate to USA 3p. Addressee Pays Double Deficiency. The postal workers had noticed the lack of franking. Since the addressee was a fictitious person (Alexander Sanits Le chef du bureau), the letter was unclaimed. The
Melbourne Dead Letter Office processed it on 7 July 1931 as Unclaimed at Melbourne / Inconnu /
Retour and marked it for return to Hungary. The airmail vignette was crossed out in red crayon indicating that the letter would complete the return trip by surface mail. It arrived back in Zalaegerszeg
on 25 August 1931. The Australian postage due markings were covered up with two 40f postage due
stamps (twice the normal 40f foreign letter rate).

The next unusual air letter was mailed from Kaposvár on 15 June 1932 and sent to Shanghai,
China by way of Berlin. The reverse bears the Berlin transit cds of 16 June 1932. In addition to the
Hungarian airmail etiquette, another was applied for the transit flight across the Soviet Union. The
front of the cover bears a strike applied at Vladivostok. From there, it was forwarded to Pinkiang /
Haerbin on its way to it final destination in Shanghai. Unfortunately, I cannot make put the arrival
date. The postage paid was 1,04P (for the foreign letter fee of 40f plus the airmail surcharge of 64f).
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The next cover represents airmail sent from Budapest to the Dutch East Indies. The article
was mailed on 6 December 1933 and arrived in Membang, Sumatra after 11 days on December 17th.
The franking was 1,30P (40f foreign letter rate, 90f airmail surcharge).

The next exotic destination is represented by the cover below sent from Debrecen on 3 June
1935 to Madras, British India. It was addressed to László Belányi, managing director of the Indian
subsidiary of Massay, Ganz and Hachethal, Ltd. Evidently, the Hungarian Ganz manufacturing company was involved in foreign ventures, probably supplying railway equipment. The registered letter
transited through Rayapuram on 11-12 June and arrived in Madras on 13 June. It was subsequently
redirected to Calcutta. The franking was 2,20P (40f foreign letter rate, 1,80P airmail surcharge).

The next cover was carried via DLH (Deutsche Luft Hansa) from Budapest to Montevideo,
Uruguay. It was posted on 16 July 1938 and arrived on 21 July. The franking was 3,70P (40f foreign
letter rate, 3,30P airmail surcharge for the 3gm letter).

Probably the most colorful fact about the 1933 airmail series issued by Hungary was the controversy generated by two of the stamp designs in the set. The 20f and 40f values of the set depicted

8
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the Italian aircraft Giustizia per l’Ungheria donated by Mussolini to replace the Lockheed Sirius Justice for Hungary aircraft that crashed on a flight to Rome. The Czechoslovak postal authorities
deemed the stamp design unacceptable and refused letters bearing these stamps. The cover shown below is philatelic in nature and was intended as a test to see if the forbidden Hungarian stamps would
be accepted since an additional Czechoslovak stamp was affixed to the envelope. It was postmarked
at the Budapest Mátyásföld airport on 12 June 1935. It arrived in Prague on June 13th, where the offensive stamps were boxed in with blue crayon and the text Non admis was added in red ink. The
cover was returned to Budapest on the next day, June 14th.

The return to Budapest
cds from the back of the
cover is shown above.

The final cover I would like to show
is a single usage of the 5P high value
stamp from the 1936 airmail set. The
use of the 5P stamp on letters is scarce
and single franking is very rare. The
philatelic sending was posted on 25
November 1937 to Latvia. The single
5P significantly overpaid the required
franking of 1,90P (40f foreign letter
rate, 50f registration, 80f express fee,
and 20f airmail surcharge).



WHEN COUNTERFEIT STAMPS CRY OUT ‘BOGUS!’
by Mike Rigsby and Csaba L. Kohalmi

Mike was in the process of organizing the extra copies of his occupation overprint stamps,
when he noticed an odd occurrence. After removing the hinge from the back of a supposed Arad
French occupation stamp, he noticed an offset of the Kolozsvár (or Nagyvárad) Rumanian occupation
overprint on the back of the stamp. We suppose that the print shop producing the fakes must have
finished a batch of the Rumanian overprints and turned to producing Arad counterfeits. The Arad
sheets were then stacked on top before the ink had a chance to dry on the Kolozsvár/Nagyvárad
sheets, creating this impossible combination.
October - December 2005
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Counterfeit Bánát
Bácska pair, top
stamp ‘normal,’ bottom stamp ‘inverted.’

Another telltale sign of a counterfeit occupation overprint is the existence of a triple-hole punch found on some examples. As we know, the
Hungarian Post Office applied this punching vertically and horizontally to the
middle two rows and columns of the 20f and 40f Harvesters and the 1-2-3-510K Parliament stamps from the 1916 series when these stamps were reprinted
in 1921. Since the occupation overprints were prepared in 1919, no genuine
occupation stamp can exist with a triple-hole punch. Counterfeiters did not
take this into consideration when they used sheets from the late printings of
these stamps for their spurious purposes.
Mike also would like to call our fellow collectors’ attention to other
obviously ‘stupid’ forgeries. A Canadian stamp dealer has been selling counterfeit Bánát Bácska overprints done in gold and silver on eBay. Only two
genuine examples of gold and silver overprints from the occupation era can exist. These are the Rumanian occupation overprints produced in Kolozsvár on
four sheets of the 20f King Károly stamps. Two sheets were overprinted in
silver and two in gold.
Still on the subject of obvious Bánát Bácska forgeries, Mike came up with the improbable pair
illustrated on the left. While the red overprint appears only faintly in the picture, the overprint on the
top stamp is in ‘normal’ position while the overprint
on the bottom is inverted. That stamp is marked
‘falschung’ on the reverse side. I found the other
‘inverted’ Bánát Bácska overprint on an eBay listing. Caveat emptor!
Counterfeit ‘inverted’ Bánát Bácska overprint


WHAT I SAW ON EBAY
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

Thanks to the persistent prodding from Emmerich Vamos, the California-based auction
house withdrew its offering of the fraudulent 3kr ‘lithographed’ stamp reported in the last newsletter.
That stamp was ‘created’ from a postal stationery envelope.
On the positive side, a wonderful example of 1918 airmail from Budapest to Vienna was
listed recently and received spirited bidding. It was created using an 1896 Millennium postal card by
a member of the National Federation of Hungarian Amateurs (MAOE); and was posted on 11 July
1918 as one of the 420 pieces of mail flown on that day. The seller from Great Britain described it
simply as a ‘card with stamps from 1918’ perhaps not realizing its significance. The winning bidder
paid $335 for the perhaps unique item. This goes to prove that eBay does offer some previously undocumented philatelic gems to the collecting public even though most of the material listed is pretty
mundane, not to mention the philatelic horrors that I’ve been pointing out.
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A perhaps unique example of the first Hungarian airmail posted on 11 July 1918 correctly franked with 3,20K.
The zealous postal clerk cancelled the 2kr indicium of the obsolete Millennium postal card.

While on the subject of the 1918 airmail,
spurious covers seem to be offered on regular basis. One such item is shown here. This item was
listed as a cover front only, removing the possibility of checking its authenticity from the Wien receiving cds. Note that the control letters of the
Budapest canceller are L.L.x. instead of L.L.z.
used on all mail from 6 July through 23 July.
Since both airmail stamps were affixed to the cover, it would have been a 4th weight class item requiring 35f postage to Austria plus 60f express fee
and 1K handling fee for transportation to the airport for a total of 1,95K. This amount of postage
was correctly applied by the ‘creator’ of the cover. Finally, the intended person’s address is listed
simply as ‘Wien’ without a street or building name. This item is most likely a backdated favor cancelled piece enhanced with the rubber stamped ‘per REPÜLÖ POSTA’ text. Bogus!
Also, a dealer from Germany has been offering counterfeit stamps with the 1956 Sopron
overprint ‘Hazádnak rendületlenül…’ with regular frequency. The seller mixes the more common
stamps (from the so-called seven-value short set) with the much scarcer overprinted Buildings and
Occupations stamps. In some instances, the ‘stamps’ are ‘used.’ In other words, cancelled-to-order
stamps are brazenly marketed as used values, which is ludicrous because the Sopron revolutionary
stamps saw very little postal use and none of it outside of the town of Sopron. The seller works on
the sly by keeping the bidders’ names ‘private’ so other eBay customers do not know who is bidding
on the item. Therefore, there is no chance to make inquiries between collectors.


LETER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Csaba,
the recent (July-September 2005) is of The News is certainly impressive. Kudos to you for
your work to keep The News alive and lively. In this issue is the conclusion of Dr. Szilagyi’s fine
contribution to the studies of Hungarian airmail. Certainly that is a notable event.
I am a bit amazed at the many responses to your notes regarding eBay. It appears that everyone has some personal experience to relate. I, personally, have made very few purchases on eBay;
but the few I have made were quite satisfactory. In one case, I recall being a bit leery of bidding on a
particular, fairly scarce item until I noticed that Chris Brainard was bidding on the same item! I decided then and there to continue bidding because if someone with Chris’ background though the item
was genuine I guess I wouldn’t worry much. I won it and after receiving the same, I was able to determine that it was genuine. Certainly, there is much trash on the Hungarian stamp sites; but there is a
lot of trash on almost every type of eBay site. You really need some expertise in the particular items
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you are interested in order to make purchases that are reasonable. Of course, one could say that about
shopping in stores, in general.
On a more serious note, earlier in the year you recognized several people, me among them, as
having achieved 30 years’ of membership and noted that we were all dues exempt in the future. In
addition, I received a very nice certificate signed by Alan Hoover further recognizing this event.
Needless to say, I was pleased and wish to acknowledge this recognition and to thank every involved
in this fine gesture to long-term members. I have learned much about Hungarian stamps and history
from the many articles in The News over the years. Yet, I value more the personal associations with
the members, both those I have corresponded with and the ones I have been privileged to meet personally. Unfortunately, the latter group is small in number but, fortunately, high in quality.
In closing, let me note the new items in this latest issue, the two beautiful cover girls. What
can you do to top this?!
Best regards,
Sam Basham


THE EDITOR’S NOTES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

During a ‘slow’ period at INDYPEX last July, I was browsing the literature offerings of the
Indiana Postal History Society. I learned from a listing of Indiana post offices that the post office of
the hamlet of Kossuth, located in south-central Indiana’s Washington County, operated from February 1850 to 1900. At the time the post office opened, Lajos Kossuth was interned in Kütahya in Asia
Minor. Mounting popular opinion in the United States pressured Congress and President Taylor to
act on behalf of Kossuth’s release from Turkey that finally happened on 1 September 1851. Kossuth
boarded an American frigate, the U.S.S. Mississippi. He first sailed to England and from there to
America. He arrived in New York on 4 December 1851. I found it interesting to note that Kossuth,
Indiana was founded during the period of surging popular fervor for the Hungarian nationalist and
preceded his arrival in America by 18 months.
Based on an auction lot that he handled in the past, Emmerich Vamos confirmed that Count
Pál Teleki’s nickname indeed was ‘Boli’ as I surmised in the article Mail from the Hungarian Peace
Delegation of 1920 published in the July-September issue.
It is with sadness that we note the passing of Zsolt Debreceni, a noted Hungarian philatelist
and author.
The first known example of
a registered local postcard mailed in
1906 using the automated postal machine is shown on the left. As reported in the last issue of The News, the
hammer price of this card was 1.7
million forints (~US$8,500) in the
June 2005 Profila auction. The registry fee was paid for by the AUT perforated 10f stamp. The picture side of
the card showed three young men.
Evidently, two of them were courting
sisters Margit and Vilma; and decided
on the spur of the moment to send
them a picture card, thereby creating a
Registered local postcard mailed from the postal automat at the unique philatelic item.
Budapest 4 Post Office on 19 November 1906.

The 50th anniversary of Hungarian postage stamps in 1921 was not commemorated with a
special stamp issue by the Hungarian Post Office since it was not the custom to celebrate philatelic
events in the turbulent years following the end of World War I. Still, the contemporary philatelists
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actively celebrated the anniversary. A special stamp
exhibition was held in Budapest in September and the
post office used a commemorative canceller for the
week of 22-29 September. The Libellus Press published several souvenir cards in limited editions reproducing designs from the first domestically printed Hungarian stamp issue as well as vignettes which incorporated the dates 1871-1921 in the design. (Of course,
back then philatelists considered the lithographed
stamps issued in 1871 as the first stamps of the independent Hungarian Post. More recently, the 1867 issue
printed in Vienna has become the acknowledged first
stamp issue.) One of the souvenir cards pictured Mirkó
Poppovits. Poppovits was a noted philatelist and was
the founder of the Hungarian Postal Museum. This particular card was issued in a quantity of 300. The reverse side of the II. Edition Libellus souvenir card carried a tri-lingual text noting the stamp anniversary,
identifying the portrait as that of Mirkó Poppovits, the
founder of the Hungarian Postal Museum, and giving
the printing quantity for the card.
The commemorative cancel
on the card is dated 26 September
1921. The card was not postally used.
The website of the Hungarian
Post (www.posta.hu) finally started to
illustrate the new stamp issues in August of this year. Consequently, I am
now able to illustrate the stamps
along with the technical descriptions.
As a sequel to the earlier article, When Counterfeit Stamps Cry
Out ‘Bogus!’, Mike Rigsby sent in
another scan of an ‘Occupation Française’ overprint with a RED fake
overprint on the front and a BLUE
offset on the reverse side. Unfortunately, I couldn’t show this improbable forgery because it would
be meaningful only as a color illustration.


/The President’s Corner concluded from page 1/
RE: our website –I think that finally we have an individual who will be our webmaster. I
don’t like to be the only one supplying thoughts and ideas for the site; I know many of our members
may have great ideas, too. Would you be willing to share at least a few of them with the web committee? Please email me if you can help.
As I mentioned last issue, the society will need two additional new officers after the Washington 2006 show – the secretary and the treasurer officers will be resigning their positions. I will be
contacting members personally to see if they are willing to assist. Please consider volunteering for
one of these positions; after all, this society is member involved and we need you to help out. Contact
me if you would consider.
For now …. Ray, as always we will …. ‘Keep Stampin’!
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HUNGARICA NEW ISSUE
The Gambia issued a stamp-on-stamp souvenir sheet
for the 100th anniversary of the death of science fiction
writer Jules Verne. One of the stamp designs reproduced on the sheet is the 1969 40f Hungarian stamp
(MBA 2580, Scott #C287) from the Conquest of the
Moon set. That stamp design represented the artist’s
concept of Verne’s novel, Travel to the Moon, in
which men are launched into space in a projectile fired
from a huge gun.


50 YEARS AGO…
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
Hungary issued the world’s first postage stamp printed using
engraving on aluminum-surfaced paper on 5 October 1955. The 5Ft
stamp was prepared in 110,100 perforated and 3,000 imperforate copies
and was an instant hit with collectors. Obviously, it did not see much
postal use with the exception of first day covers and on an occasional
philatelic mailing. Initially, the stamp was valid for five (!) days only;
however, in 1971, the postal validity of ALL forint-denominated stamps
was restored, so this stamp is valid for postage even today.


2005 NEW ISSUES
Issued 25 May 2005
100th Anniversary of the Saint Stephen Basilica of Budapest
Face value: HUF 500. Souvenir sheet size: 90 x 67, stamp from sheet: 31.5 x 40mm.
Designer: Péter Berky. The stamp design shows the statue of St. Stephen; the souvenir sheet incorporates photo images of the basilica.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office in an edition of 100,000 sheets.
Tourism – Budapest Scenes
Face value: HUF 500. Sheet size: 150 x 86mm, stamp size: 26 x 33mm.
Designer: Péter Nagy. Photographers: József Hajdu, Tibor Papp, János Szentinváni, and Erzsebét
Winter. The stamps depict various scenes from Budapest landmarks including the interior of the
Saxhlerner Palace housing the Postal Museum.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers in an edition of 100,000 small sheets.
Hungarian Viniculture
Face value: HUF 260. Stamp size: 45 x 30.7mm.
Designer: Pál Varga. The designs depict the wine producing regions of Zala and Csongrád.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office in a quantity of 200,000 sets.
Architectural Parallels – The Church of Ják and the Abbey of Cluny
Face value: HUF 110. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: György Pálinkás. The design shows a view of the church of Ják and a gothic architectural
decorative element from the Abbey of Cluny.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office in a quantity of 200,000 stamps.
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25th Anniversary of the First Hungarian Astronaut in Space
Face value: HUF 130. Stamp size: 50 x 33.6mm.
Designer: Kálmán Székely. The design showed a space capsule flying over the Carpathian Basin
highlighting the geographic landmarks of Hungary.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition of 200,000 stamps.
Issued 9 June 2005
My Theater Stamp
Face value: HUF 2,100 (sheet of stamps). HUF 500 from the sale of each sheet will be donated by
the Hungarian Post to support needy, elderly actors and actresses.
Designer: Péter Berky. The design shows the silhouette of an actor taking bows.
Technical details: Printed with adjacent label that can be personalized with the buyer’s photo.
Issued 17 & 18 June 2005
78th Stamp Day – Hungarian Formula-1 Grand Prix
Face value: HUF 140 (stamps) & HUF 500 (souvenir sheet). Stamp size: 40 x 30mm; souvenir sheet
size: 90 c 67mm (stamp from souvenir sheet: 40 x 31.5mm).
Designer: Ferenc Svindt. Photographer: József Hajdú. The stamps show graphical representations of
Formula-1 racecars. The souvenir sheet shows the Hungaroring race track.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the State Printing Office in an edition of 250,000 sets of
stamps and 100,000 serial numbered souvenir sheets.
Issued 19 August 2005
Enamel Panels of the Holy Crown of Hungary
Face value: HUF 1,000. Stamp size: 20 x 26mm and 30 x 36mm.
Designer: Eszter Dömé. See back cover for illustration. This is the first of a series of four sheets illustrating the panels of the Hungarian crown to be issued annually.
Technical details: Printed using offset and foil embossing by the State Printing Office Ltd. in an edition of 100,000 serial numbered sheets.
Issued 15 September 2005
First Automobile Used by the Hungarian Post
Face value: HUF 50. Stamp size: 36 x 25.2mm.
Designer: Imre Benedek. The postal auto was build by János Csonka 100
years ago. Csonka’s design won the contract to supply these cars based on a
multi-national open competition.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in quantities required by postal demand.
Recycling to Save the Tisza River Environs
Face value: HUF 140. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Miklós Forgács. The stamp was intended to promote the
sorted recycling of household waste.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the
State Printing Office, Ltd. in quantities required by postal demand.
Issued 26 September 2005
Wrestling World Championships, Budapest
Face value: HUF 150. Stamp size: 35.6 x 35mm.
Designer: Miklós Forgács.
October - December 2005
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Technical details: Printed using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in
an edition of 200,000 stamps.
Issued 29 September 2005
Breast Cancer: We Give for the Cure
Face value: HUF 90 + 50. Stamp size: 25 x 40mm.
Designer: Whitney Sherman and Ether Kessler. Hungarian text created by
Eszter Dömé. The design is the same as that which appeared on the US semipostal stamp issued in 1998.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in sheets of
50 stamps in a quantity required by postal demand.
Issued 30 September 2005
World Science Forum, Budapest
Face value: HUF 120. Stamp size: 31 x 35mm.
Designer: Ervin Wiederkomm.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in
an edition of 100,000 stamps.
100th Anniversary of the Birth of Ferenc Farkas
Face value: HUF 100. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: László Dudás. The stamp honored the noted Hungarian
pianist and composer.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd.
in an edition of 200,000 stamps.


MISSION TO THE SCHWEITZER CLINIC IN LAMBERÉNÉ
by Judy Kennett, Dr. Paul J. Szilagyi and Csaba L. Kohalmi

The cover illustrated below was sent in by Dr. Szilagyi as a part of the article featuring exotic
airmail covers from the 1930s. The Editor separated it from the group because of a second cover sent
by Judy Kennett. The two covers together present a postal history of a Hungarian doctor working for
the famed Dr. Albert Schweitzer at the clinic in Lamberéné, French Equatorial Africa.

This cover was posted by V. Goldschmid of Budapest on 17 June 1936. It was cancelled at the Mátyásföld
Airport on the next day and routed (via Paris) to Marseilles-Algiers-Niamey-Cotonou. The addressee was
Dr. László Györkovács, who was a passenger on the Paquebot ‘Brazza’ that was scheduled to dock in Cotonou on 25 June 1936. The back of the cover bears a double strike receiving cancels from Paris and Marseilles as well as an arrival cds in Cotonou, Dahomey on 23 June 1936. Perfect timing!
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The second cover was also sent by V. Goldschmid to Dr. Györkovács in 1939.
By this time, Dr. Györkovács was working at the Schweitzer Clinic in Lambaréné, Gabon.
There was another cover from this correspondence and three others dated 16 February 1939, 9 March
and 19 March 1939 with a postal history dealer in Melbourne, Australia. These were addressed in
French, in a hand different to that on my example. Judy Kennett chose this cover because of the
franking – a block of four 25f value from the 1938 Szt. István issue, and the 10f and 20f values from
the ‘Magyar a Magyarért’ issue of 16 January 1939.

This covers was mailed at the Budapest 4 Post Office on 16 June 1939. It was flown to Paris on the next day
(Budapest 20, Repülötér cds dated 17 June 1939). The sender endorsed the cover in the upper left hand corner ‘via Paris – Port Gentil.’ The reverse side bears the Le Bourget Port Aerien roller cancel from 17 June
1939. The Port Gentil transit mark was dated 22 June while the Lamberéné arrival was on 24 July 1939.
The long delay in delivery may be due to the distance of Lambaréné from the coast. From the atlas it seems
that a journey by riverboat would have been necessary, and there may not have been a regular service.

The franking on the covers was 1,36P on the one from 1936 and 1,30P on the one from 1939.
Since the normal surface foreign letter rate was 40f, the rest of the stamps paid for the airmail surcharge. The airmail surcharge was 90f for both covers weighing up to 5gm, the first one having been
overfranked by 6f. Together, these covers represent two wonderful examples of Hungarian airmail
letters flown to Africa in the 1930s. Air France probably carried these two covers from Budapest to
their destination by way of Paris, Algiers, and Port Gentil.


TWO MORE EXOTIC DESTINATION AIRMAIL COVERS FROM THE 1930s
by Judy Kennett
Commercial mail was also a good source for airmail from the 1930s. Unfortunately, very few
examples of such mail survive mostly because of the business nature of the correspondence. Unless
there was a person in the receiving office savvy enough to retrieve such covers from the files, this
kind of mail was often lost. (This would lead to the assumption that Dr. Györkovács, the recipient of
the two covers featured in the preceding article, probably was a stamp collector.)
The first cover illustrated on the next page was sent from Budapest to Hong Kong franked
with 2P 20f, using stamps from the Airmail issue of 8 May 1936. It is interesting to speculate on the
airlines that transported this cover across the world. Using the conclusions reached by Victor G.
Berecz, Jr. in his book, The Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail, it seems likely that it was carried
out of Budapest by Royal Dutch Airlines (KLM), which called at Budapest on its regular twiceweekly service from Amsterdam to the Netherlands East Indies (NEI). As the cover was addressed to
the British colony of Hong Kong, it is likely that it would have been off-loaded from the KLM aircraft at Singapore, and carried to French Indochina by another airline.
The second cover, also illustrated on the next page, was franked with a 2P stamp from the
Airmail issue of 8 May 1936 and was send to Iraq. The 2P stamp paid the foreign letter rate of 40f
plus the assumed airmail surcharge of twice 80f per 5gm.
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Commercial (business) letter posted from the Budapest 4 post office on 16 May 1936 addressed to the China
Export-Import & Bank Company. The letter left the Mátyásföld Airport on 17 May and arrived in Victoria,
Hong Kong of 2 July 1936. The postage paid was 2,20P (40f foreign letter rate, 1,80P airmail surcharge.
There are no visible markings indicating the weight of the envelope. Most likely, the letter weighed under
10gm, so two times the airmail surcharge of 90f per 5gm was in effect. According the information provided
Jan Jaap de Weerd, airmail service was available as far as Saigon and Hanoi in French Indochina.

I need to explain here the historical background to the British presence in Iraq in 1937. This
cover is a reminder of the efforts of the League of Nations to resolve the problems that followed the
breakup of the Ottoman Empire after WW1. D. H. Cole’s book Imperial Military Geography gives
interesting information about the situation of the British in Iraq between the two world wars. A civilian administration was set up there in 1919, then in 1922 a Class A league of Nations Mandate was
proclaimed with Great Britain as the supervisory power. The mandate ended in 1932 when Iraq
joined the League of Nations. At the same time, Britain and Iraq signed a Treaty of Alliance with a
25-year duration (1932-1957). The main British interests revolved around the oil industry, but there
were also significant factors related to communications, particularly the route that Imperial Airways
took on its intercontinental route from the UK to India and Australia. Under the 1932 treaty, the
Royal Air Force (RAF) maintained three air bases in Iraq until 1955, one of them at Dhibban, which
is in the west of the country.
The cover was addressed to a member of the RAF at Supplies Depot, Dhibban, Iraq. The
sender’s initials ‘EW’ perhaps indicate a family correspondent.
In 1937, the KLM service to the Netherlands East Indies was still calling at Budapest twice
weekly; and it is very likely that this cover was carried by that airline to Baghdad, one of its designated stopping places in Asia en route from Amsterdam to the NEI. From there it would have been forwarded to Dhibban.

This is another example of business correspondence. The airmail letter was posted at the Budapest 71 post
office on 11 November 1937. There is a half-strike of the Budapest Repülötér cancel with a visible 12 November date on the front of the cover. The reverse side has two different bi-lingual cancels both dated 15 November 1937. The full strike reads ‘Dhibban.’ The recipient was RAF Lieutenant P. H. Wilcox stationed at the
Supplies Depot in Dhibban, Iraq.
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1936 AIRMAIL RATES TO COUNTRIES OUTSIDE OF EUROPE
by Jan-Jaap de Weerd

Page 12 from the 1936 post office information booklet Page 13 from the 1936 post office information booklet
listing the airmail surcharge rates per 5gm weight
listing the airmail surcharge rates per 5gm weight
increment. The arrows point to French Equatorial
increment. The arrow points to Hongkong: airmail
Africa & French Indochina; for both destinations
service available as far as Hanoi or Saigon for
the airmail surcharge is 90f.
a surcharge of 90f.


IN MEMORIAM - Etienne Bodor
It is with sadness that we note the passing of Mr. Bodor of Quebec, Canada. He joined SHP
in 1972 and was awarded an honorary life membership after 30 years in 2002. Our condolences go
out to his family and friends.
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THE EDITOR’S NUCLEAR OPTION
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
I continue to ring the alarm bells on the subject of generating new material for the newsletter.
This issue started out with one article (from Simon Barb) left over after I closed the June-September
newsletter on 1 August 2005. Normally, it is a comfort to have one or two articles in reserve to be
able to start the next issue. It also helps to level my workload over a three-month period. Unfortunately, most of the work for this issue was compressed into the past six weeks.

Between August 1st and November 1st, I received only one new written article.
It came from our prolific contributor, Dr. Paul Szilagyi. Three members (Mike Rigsby,
Judy Kennett, and Jan-Jaap de Weerd) also contributed by sending photocopies, short
text or emailed pictures. This issue was made possible only because of their support!
THANK YOU! I stretched the rest of the contents using short articles and new issues
announcements. I’m in the same situation my predecessor Vic Berecz was in the mid1970s when he stated that he wouldn’t publish until enough new material arrived to fill
the pages of the newsletter. It doesn’t make much sense to send out a 16-page LITE
bulletin given the effort and the cost of mailing. The only option I have at my disposal
is to go the route taken by Vic: I WILL NOT PUBLISH THE NEXT NEWSLETTER UNTIL I HAVE MATERIAL TO FILL AT LEAST 20 PAGES. This means that
the January-March 2006 issue might get delayed until late April or early May. Also,
the next regular quarterly auction will be held hostage by the editor’s growing reluctance to keep writing a huge percentage of the articles.
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P.S. I closed this issue on November 17th, two weeks later than usual. During the past week, I received three new articles, which are much appreciated. My thanks go to Gábor Voloncs, Paul Richter, and Judy Kennett. While these articles could have been used to make the current issue 24 pages
thick, my travel commitments did not allow enough time to accomplish this. Nevertheless, the new
articles will help to get the March 2006 issue started. I am, however, still far from filling the 20-page
minimum for the next issue. So, please send in your ideas, article, material, a photocopy of your favorite cover, your question or whatever you can contribute about a philatelic experience, a lucky find,
etc. Fellow members: I’m looking forward to hearing from you!!!!


KATRINA AND WILMA
These unruly ‘ladies’ were quite unwelcome ‘guests’ in the southern part of the United States
in September and October. Our member Professor Alan Soble of New Orleans sent these pictures
showing the total devastation of his home in New Orleans caused by Hurricane Katrina and the flooding that followed. Paul Szilagyi, who lives in the southeastern part of Florida, reportedly was without
electricity for about ten days as a result of the havoc brought by Hurricane Wilma. It kept him incommunicado from the internet that has become such an important part of our lives and forced him to
take cold showers, eat cold meals, and endure the Florida heat and humidity without air conditioning.
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Above Left: Before and after 8 feet of
water filled the house.
Above Right: Total devastation.
Left: Boarded up. The markings were
placed there by the search team on
September 14th (9-14). The empty
space in the bottom of the X means that
no one was found dead at that location.
Alan found temporary living quarters
in Buffalo, NY.


FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
to be announced

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002- (new format)

Each book individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of 11 for $320.00.
Freight fees will be added to all orders. Order from:

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org

FIRST OF FOUR SOUVENIR SHEETS SHOWING
THE ENAMEL PANELS OF THE HOLY CROWN OF HUNGARY

